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Wedding Questionnaire - Timeless Weddings

Congratulations on your wedding! We are so excited to capture your special moments together with
your family and friends. No two weddings are the same and we want to ensure your photos and video
will capture your individuality, vision, and love. Please take time to answer the following questions to
make sure your wedding photographer/videographer meets your needs flawlessly.

First Name: jamie

Last Name: porter

Wedding Date: Sep 10, 2023

Our shooting style at

Timeless Weddings is a

mix between candid and

photo journalism. We

are aware that not

everyone is comfortable

in front of the camera.:

3 - comfortable but would like some direction from the photographer/videographer

Introduce us to the members of your WEDDING PARTY

Your Name: Jamie

https://www.timeless-photo.com/


checkboxGroup_1: Bride

Groom

Mother's Name: Tami

Father's Name: Paul

Partner's Name: Lucas

checkboxGroup_2: Bride

Groom

Mother's Name: Jen

Father's Name:

Event Planner (Name

and Phone Number):

Other important

members or any

sensitive situations

within the wedding that

the photographer

and/or videographer

need to be aware of.:

My fiancés dad is not in the picture

How many guests will

be at your wedding?:

100ish



Project Location

Ceremony Location: The Patterson Family Barn

Reception Location: The Patterson Family Barn

Bride Getting Ready

Location:

The Patterson Family Barn/ home

Groom Getting Ready

Location:

The Patterson Family Barn/ home

Additional Locations (for

bridals/family shoot):

Venue Details

What type of wedding

ceremony will you

have?:

Informal

What setting will the

ceremony be in?:

Outside

How do you want your

wedding to be shot?:

Mix - please explain below

Description of how

you'd like your wedding

shot?:

I love the casual, candid pictures as well as stages photos



Are there any

photography restrictions

at the ceremony?ption

from the list:

Yes - please explain to your team

Would you like a group

shot of all your guests?:

Yes. When? Where?

No

  We want your wedding photos to be flawless. We will be unobtrusive and ready to capture your
special moments. Here are some suggestions for you:

Avoid glossy lipstick
Consider foundation or powder that will reduce the chance of having a shiny face.

*Please note we have seen mineral makeup cause unflattering effects with flash due to light-reflecting
elements.

Lighting: Natural lighting is always best.

Bridal Session: In order to allow for a private photo session of the bride and groom, we will need at
least half an hour of your time alone.

Family Session: Ensure the presence of all the family members required at your wedding photos.
Plan for about 5 minutes per photo for shots with fewer than 14 people, about 10 minutes per photo for
shots with more than 14 people. It always takes some time to gather people together and pose them
so that everyone can be seen, etc. Before the wedding day inform the people you want in posed
photos where and when they will be needed for pictures.

Pre-assign a family member or friend who knows the people to be in the pictures to round them up for
the photos. Getting people where they need to be for the photos is by far the most time-consuming part
of group shots. 



Name of assigned

friend/family who will

round up the people

needed for the group

photos.:

Do you have anything

else you'd like to tell

us?:

What are your favorite

things to do on the

weekends?:

I acknowledge that I

have read everything

above and provided all

the information I can to

ensure that the

photographer(s) /

videographer(s) are

able to have a clear

vision of our wedding

day.:

✓ Checked
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